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Request for review

I would like to request a review of the charges against me by the IEPA. I have had
a conversation with Mark Weber and explained the situation to him about the de
bris he found on my lot. I have sent new pictures to show that the trash has been
cleaned up.

The drywall that was on the ground was NOT from another job, it was from the
partial mobile home that I purchased for storage. I removed the walls from the
unit to make more room.

The stack of flooring was just placed there recently and was going to be sorted for
a gentleman that makes crafts from leftover woods such as these. A form of recy
cling materials. The cardboard boxed I use to start personal fires in the fire pit
when my children come out to visit.

The tires were originally on some vehicles that were on the lot. They were brand
new tires that had been put on the vehicles which I sold for scrap.

The trusses and lumber are for building a garage. I have not had the time to build
it yet.

I hired the neighbor to clean up all the weeds and get my lawn in order. All this
was done before I received the original letter from Mr. Weber explaining that he
was there on the premises. I had already planned to clean up the area. All of the
wood and drywall was just recently put there. I also ordered a 10 yard dumpster to
dispose of the materials that were trash.

Please reconsider the charges. I already had the area cleaned up before I received
the courts charges against me.
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Bob Manker, owner.


